
 

 
 
 

 

 
Well done to our two Stars of the Week 

Isabelle and Emily. 

Our VIP’s for lunch today were Isla, 

Emily and Reuben. 
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Mystery Reader 

Our mystery reader this week was Lucy’s mum 

who read “Billy’s Bucket” and “I wish I’d been a 

unicorn”. Thank you so much for your time. 

 
Thanks again to everyone who has been a 

mystery reader for us! 

Have a great weekend,                                                
Mrs Rogers, Mrs Cheadle and  

Mrs Thompson  

 

This week, we welcomed Isabelle to our class. The children did a brilliant job of 

welcoming her and showing her around. We hope she will be very happy here. 

Any children who missed their transition visit to Year One had a mini visit on Tuesday 

followed by a story from Miss Robinson. 

In maths this week, we have used our pirate mini-me’s as we hunted for items around 

the classroom that were taller than, shorter than or about the same size as 

ourselves and then our mini-me’s. We then measured how tall our mini-me’s were using 

cubes. We used cubes to measure other items around the room to find out how tall 

they were. 

In our literacy work we thought about party food we like to eat and made shopping 

lists.  We also wrote out pirate party invitations so look out for one in your child’s 

reading bag. 

This week there will be no homework and no new keyring words but please read your 

reading books over the weekend ready to hand in next week. We will be doing guided 

reading next week in school but we will not be sending the reading books home. We 

will collect ALL reading books in next TUESDAY (18th) July. Please, please hunt high 

and low and send all books back as we need to sort and check them over the summer 

and quite a few of our guided reading sets have books missing. Could we also ask that 

all keyrings are returned by then too if they have not already been handed in. Thank 

you! 

Don’t forget our pirate party on Wednesday.  Please send reading bags and planners 

in as usual.  Children will also need to bring a labelled carrier bag into school on 

Monday.  We will then use this to send home their learning journey, books and 

folders later in the week. 


